Addendum and errata
The Chilean mayten article in our previous issue (New Zealand
Garden Journal, 2016, Vol. 19, No. 2, p. 29), described this species
as dioecious (having separate male and female plants). However,
the sexuality and reproductive biology of this species may be more
complex and closer examination of New Zealand material may be
warranted. Some overseas accounts suggest that Chilean mayten
is monoecious (with male and female flowers together on the same
plant) or polygamous (bearing some flowers with stamens only,
some with pistils only, and occasionally some with both, on the same
or different plants).
In the obituary prepared for the late Rod Bieleski (New Zealand
Garden Journal, 2016, Vol. 19, No. 2, p. 35), it was stated that he
was awarded a BSc in 1949, but the correct date Rod gained his
BSc was 1952. Dr Ross Ferguson has prepared a comprehensive
obituary on Rod Bieleski for the Royal Society of New Zealand
website (http://royalsociety.org.nz/organisation/academy/fellowship/
obituaries/).

Notes for contributors to
The New Zealand Garden Journal
•

The New Zealand Garden Journal is a professional
journal aimed at those with an in-depth interest in
plants, and an enthusiasm for sharing ideas and
knowledge of their origins, conservation, cultivation
and use in gardens, parks and open spaces.

•

The journal is published twice a year in June and
December. Copy dates are 1 April and 1 October,
respectively.

•

Articles should be informative, accurate and wellfounded. They are not treated to a formal refereeing
process, but we encourage the more technical papers
to be peer reviewed before submission. For more
technical articles, we may seek independent advice
and feedback.

•

References should follow the convention adopted in
recent issues.

•

Articles can be up to 5000 words, preferably submitted
electronically in Microsoft Word or RTF format, either
on disk or as an email attachment.
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•

Articles will be returned to authors only if major editorial
changes are required, or on request.

•

Authors will not receive proofs for checking unless they
specify this when submitting the article. Proofs are
checked carefully by several people before printing.

•

Photographs and/or illustrations should be included
with captions written at the end of the article. Images
must be copyright free and if not the authors work, be
fully credited to the original photographer or source
and full permissions obtained. Images should be
supplied ideally as high definition electronic copies,
or as good quality photographs and slides. All original
photographs and slides will be returned.

•

Authors will receive two complimentary copies of the
relevant journal issue on publication. Additional copies
will be available at cost.

•

Online versions of the journal are uploaded on the
Royal New Zealand Institute of Horticulture website at
www.rnzih.org.nz.

